The basics: great sound, great value

Today’s modern hearing aids will surprise you. Gone
are those bulky whistling products you may remember
from the old days. Our newest generation of hearing
aid technology includes discreet high-tech digital
devices with excellent sound quality!
Best of all, even the entry-level Phonak Baseo Q15
and Phonak Tao Q15 hearing aids offer clear benefits
at a remarkably affordable price.

Enjoy better hearing.
Enjoy conversations.

Two styles, one technology
Phonak Baseo Q and Tao Q hearing aids are available in
distinct styles: Behind-The-Ear and In-The-Ear designs.
Your hearing loss and cosmetic expectations will
determine the most suitable choice for your needs.

Phonak Baseo Q15 (Behind-The-Ear)

Phonak Tao Q15 (In-The-Ear)

Phonak Baseo Q15 is available in
three Behind-The-Ear models each
with an attractive durable housing
in four colors designed to match
hair and skin tones. Baseo Q15 covers
a broad range of hearing needs.

Phonak Tao Q15 comes in three
custom-made models that are
worn discreetly inside the ear.
Each Tao Q15 is individually crafted
to your own ear to ensure the best
possible fit and comfort.
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Your benefits from Phonak
Quest technology

Great foundation

Enjoy great sound
Phonak Baseo Q and Tao Q are built on state-of-the-art
Phonak Quest technology* that is also used in the
most advanced Phonak products. They are designed
to balance comfort and speech understanding – right
from the start.

Over six decades, Phonak has established itself as the
worldwide leading hearing health care provider with
a solid reputation for innovation, advanced technology
and reliability.

Hear clearly without whistling
WhistleBlock eliminates unpleasant whistling of the
hearing aid before it becomes audible to you or the
people around you.
Enjoy clearer conversations in noise
Phonak Baseo Q and Tao Q include one of the most
effective features in hearing aid technology:
directional microphones. They reduce background
noise and can significantly improve your understanding
of the conversation partner in front of you, for example
in a restaurant.
* According to an international customer survey conducted by the Phonak
Research Center, nine out of ten hearing care professionals would
recommend Phonak Quest hearing aids.

Through our global presence and network of local
partners in over 100 countries we continue to
reach out to enhance the quality of life for people
with hearing loss. With Phonak and your hearing
care professional you are in the best hands on your
journey to better hearing.

Life is on
We are sensitive to the needs of everyone who
depends on our knowledge, ideas and care.
And by creatively challenging the limits of technology,
we develop innovations that help people hear, understand
and experience more of life’s rich soundscapes.
Interact freely. Communicate with confidence.
Live without limit. Life is on.
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